7 Steps
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Discontent shows up as a feeling of being hemmed in, shut down or closed off.
You may notice that your life is more struggle and frustration. It is even possible
that your struggle is not visible to anyone else but you, because on the outside
you have a successful life, and are probably the envy of others. Others may tell
you that they wish they had your life. Deep inside, you feel off track. You lack joy.
You find yourself asking; Is this all there is to my life?
You may honour your Discontent by paying attention and asking yourself; What
life would I love?
Another great question that you may ask is: What would an expansion of my life
look like?
You have a choice to live your life by design; a life that is enlivening, and invigorating. You can choose to live by default; following the expectations of others, along
the predictable path, all the while ignoring the ever-present feeling of discontent.
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The only appropriate response to your discontent and longing is to create a vision
for the life you would love living.
Address your discontent by asking yourself this question; What would I love?
Feel what rises up in your heart and write it down.
Ask the same question for each area of your life. Relationships, Health, Vocation,
Leisure, etc. Notice the feeling of excitement inside you, as if you already have this
imagined life.
Can you feel it? Hold on to that feeling and allow your body to memorize it. Read
your vision daily to remember, and five sensorize the life of your Dream, that you
would truly love living. I recommend carrying a summary version of your vision in
your pocket or purse, and take an inviting glance at it as often as possible.
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You are excited that you have connected with the desire that for so long has been
calling to you for attention, and expression.
What will show up next is Fear. It will ask do you really think you can live, create,
achieve this dream?
You have some doubts about skills, expertise, resources to make this dream possible. You will begin to notice thoughts about what others think or say when you tell
them about this dream. Your old beliefs about yourself, deserving, and capacity to
create, will rise up and try to convince you to ignore your dream.
Your thinking brain is interested in keeping you safe, and is encouraging you to
return to the familiar.
When this happens, it may feel easier to agree with the old self and retreat.
Notice the feeling of constriction, and your disappearing joy.
Notice the feeling of defeat, and loss of energy.
Think about what it will cost you to return to the familiar, old way of living.
Remember that you are trading your life every day for life by design, or life by
default.
When thoughts of doubt and worry arise remind yourself that your past is not in
your present. It is gone.
Today, in this moment, you can design your
future in harmony with your soul’s purpose.
Say out loud:
I am worthy of my dream, and it is worthy of my
life energy I am taking the action that I can
today in service of my dream
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Give thanks for the good that you already have in your life.
Practice being very grateful for all the good you have today and notice what happens for you as you do that.
You become a person of increase by giving thanks for the good that you have and
by sharing with others.
Your gratitude practice will open the channel for increased abundance in all areas
of your life.
You could start by giving thanks each morning for your breath and this new day.
Notice that you are not the one breathing. Your breath breathes itself.
Give thanks for the relationships and opportunities that you have in your life.
At the end of each day, do a Recap and give thanks for the successes, and for
each lesson of the day.
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Forgiveness is difficult for almost everyone on the planet. When we are mistreated, or offended by others, we want for the most part, to have them punished. If
the person acknowledges the wrong, and apologizes, it makes it less difficult to
forgive. When the offender ignores or defends their behavior, it ignites our righteous anger, and we want them punished forever. I know this from personal experience.
I have learned in over three decades of studying transformational principles, that I
cannot allow more positive energy into my life if I am holding on to resentment
and anger.
Forgiveness is the practice of cleaning yourself emotionally, mentally, and spirit
ually. It’s never for the other person, it’s always for yourself.
One of the ways that you can begin to incorporate forgiveness is using the Loving
Kindness Meditation. Remember also that you are worthy of forgiveness, so forgive yourself of mistakes, and failures. They were your teachers, so harness and
give thanks for the lessons and growth that emerged as a result of those events
and experiences. Forgive yourself. You are worthy of love and forgiveness.
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Mahatma Gandhi said that the voice for truth speaks to every person on the
planet every single day, and it is as loud as your willingness to listen.
You can become familiar with that voice, as you would with any relationship. You
learn to discern it from the other voices, by getting interested, and quiet enough
to listen.
Meditation is one way to become quiet enough inside, and connect with your
intuition. Through this practice, of connecting with your voice of truth regularly,
you will begin the process of removing old beliefs that no longer serve you.
As you become quiet daily, ask this question: What step can I take today, to move
forward in the direction of my dream. Listen for the answer that emerges in you.
Make note of the inspiring idea that you will act on, and commit to it by taking the
action.
You will know if you heard the voice for truth and received guidance by acting on
that guidance to see if it moves you forward
A wise person once told me that inspiration without action is entertainment. Take
inspired, courageous action each day and live your life by design. Even baby steps
will get you to the top of Mount Everest, if you take them. So ACT on the ideas
that come to you.
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When you have achieved your dream, you will realize the product is not the true
gift. The true gift is the process, and who you became in that process.
At each milestone on your journey pause and celebrate the small wins along the
way. You will realize that the journey is more important than the destination.
Your confidence increases as you celebrate each achievement
You will also discover who you truly are, in the process of Dream Building, and
that is the greatest gift you can ever receive…So celebrate You and your journey of
Self-Discovery.
Success and failure are both instructive in this discovery, so do not shy away from
failure. Celebrate the lessons, and new insights that emerge from failure.
In the words of Napoleon Hill; “Every adversity has within it, the seed of an equivalent or even greater blessing to the one who’s willing to call it forth.”
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Master builders pick up the same set of tools every day, and can build with it anything they choose with more skill and ease, because they’ve been doing it for a
while, and getting better with practice.
You now have a set of Seven Tools in your Toolkit. You will get better at using
them the more often that you practice. You can Build Your Dream by consistently
using these tools.
Acknowledge Your Discontent
Write A Clear Vision
Befriend Fears and Banish Doubt
Give Thanks
Forgive Daily
Listen and Take ACTION
Celebrate
By using these tools you realize that you are capable of way more than you ever
thought
You also realize that you thought you were building a dream, but the whole time
the dream was building you.
You will discover who you truly are in the process of Dream Building and that is
the greatest gift you can ever receive.
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Hello I’m Sylvia Morrison
I grew up in a loving, lower income family in a
beautiful rural community. We didn’t have access
to much of the finer things in life. I learned early
that education was an important tool to help me
move from the life that I saw around me, to
something greater. The little library in my village
became my favourite place, and reading was my
favourite pastime.
In my early twenties I embarked on a successful teaching career, and by
age 30 I was married with two beautiful children...the perfect life. In my
late thirties I noticed a longing in my heart for a more expansive life. I
wanted to be more, have more, do more, and make a lasting impact in
my world.
I read many Self Help books, and studied transformation principles. Over
the years I realized that reading wasn’t enough. I needed support to
implement what I was reading. The universe brought me amazing mentors, and coaches with whom I studied, and learned to implement the art
and science of transformation.
I infuse transformation principles in my work as educator, transformational coach, and retreat facilitator, globally.
By practising these principles, and tools I’ve created a life of fulfilment,
flexibility, and freedom.
I do work that aligns with my core values and feeds my passions. This
allows me to support causes that matter to me.
I am the Founder/Director of Links Across Borders, a Non Profit organization that supports children’s education, and creates libraries in Ghana,
West Africa. I am building and living my dream daily.
The 7 Action Steps Toolkit is distilled from a larger body of work to help
you get started on your journey into a life of fulfilment, freedom, flexibility and joy!
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